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By SUPERIOR WELLNESS

2021 IS 
COMING...
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R-10 Full Insulation Technology
R-10 full insulation technology has been very popular and mature in the 
hot tub industry. Its purpose is to reduce the running cost of hot tubs 
and to achieve energy-saving and environmental protection. Thermals 
Spas always focus on innovation and the breakthrough in the R-10 full 
insulation technology will decrease the running costs of hot tubs.

Certifications
Certified routines, reliable quality Quality is one of our core brand values 
at Superior Wellness. Every single swim spa and hot tub has to go 
through our stringent quality assurance procedures. Our management, 
production, and inspection routines as well as our products and their 
components have been certified and evaluated to exceed numerous 
international standards. 

Quality Components

NEW EXCLUSIVE
SPA RANGE FOR  
SUPERIOR WELLNESS
Introducing Thermals Spas by Superior Wellness – exclusive to us in 
the UK. Thermals Spas use some of the latest technology to create 
the next spa generation and offer an abundance of design features to 
choose from. 
The range is well-balanced offering stylish moulds and a mixture of single 
and dual pump spas with an array of sizes including three swim spas. Built 
using a corrosion-free steel frame, Aristech acrylic, and Gecko equipment 
the Thermals Spas by Superior Wellness deliver fantastic hydrotherapy and 
great value for money – going beyond your expectations.
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Intro Series Space Series

Enter the Thermals Spas world
Our new Intro series provides a more affordable option for those 
looking to invest in their first hot tub. 
With two styles to choose from, both models are built with many of 
the same high-quality components as the Space series, such as Gecko 
Controls, but offers great value for money and the perfect introduction 
to hot tub ownership.

Hydro

Mercury

Ocean

Neptune

Venus

Latest hot tub experience
The Space series offers sculptured line design and ergonomic seating 
that is designed to relax and unwind you. 
The additional Bluetooth music system and LED lighting is there to 
entertain you in luxury. 

2.0x2.0 25 5-6 1x 3HP

Meters Jets Persons Pumps

2.0x2.0 24 5 1x 3HP

Meters Jets Persons Pumps

2.2x1.7 51 2-3 1x 2HP+ 
1x 3HP

Meters Jets Persons Pumps

2.3x2.3 71 5 2x 3HP

Meters Jets Persons Pumps

2.3x2.3 75 6 2x 3HP

Meters Jets Persons Pumps
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Gemstone Series

Perfectly packaged hot tubs
The Gemstone series of hot tubs are mid-range in terms of pricing 
and specifications in the Thermals Spas family. 
With five stylish models to choose from; for 4 person to 7 person, 
the Gemstone series has new and innovative features such as water 
fountains, integrated filter cover, and foot massage function.

Ruby

Sapphire

Tourmaline

Emerald

Jadeite

2.8x2.3 76 7 3x 2HP

Meters Jets Persons Pumps

2.3x1.9 42 4 1x 3HP

Meters Jets Persons Pumps

2.2x2.2 66 5 3x 2HP

Meters Jets Persons Pumps

2.2x2.2 61 6 2x 3HP

Meters Jets Persons Pumps

2.3x2.3 61 6 2x 3HP

Meters Jets Persons Pumps
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Swim Spas Series

Aquatic exercise in your garden
Thermals Spas swim spas are the ideal choice for anybody who 
wants more than a conventional hot tub. 
Our Leisure series swim spas, available in three sizes, have the 
benefits of modern hot tubs with the unique advantages of an endless 
swimming pool. Full foam installation surrounding the shell - combined 
with the custom fit shell covers - forms an effective insulation barrier 
keeping the heat in and the cold out. They are ideal for anyone who 
wants to relax, enjoy a healthy lifestyle, and stay fit.

The range offers everything a family could need from a compact 
exercise swim spa, a large aquatic fitness area through to the ultimate 
dual temperature spa with hot tub end and exercise end.

Classico

Duce

Lusso

5.3x2.3 2 3x 3HP 1x 2HP+ 
1x 3HP

Meters Zone Swim  
Pumps

Massage  
Pumps

4.5x2.3 1 3x 3HP 1x 2HP

Meters Zone Swim  
Pumps

Massage  
Pumps

5.3x2.3 1 3x 3HP 1x 2HP

Meters Zone Swim  
Pumps

Massage  
Pumps
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Thermal Inspiration
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Tell me more
If you would like further 
information, including pricing, 
on our Thermals Spas by 
Superior Wellness range 
and would like to work with 
the UK’s largest hot tub 
distributor, please contact 
Graham Message, Business 
Development Manager at 
Superior Wellness by emailing 
graham@superiorspas.co.uk


